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-Free Productivity  
 
 
 
 

Self-care Strategy 
Be clear on your values, your goals AND what you need for nourishment/self-care to help you reach 
those goals. Ask and ponder your big “Why?” Why are these values, goals, principles important to you? 
Even the simple act of asking these questions will help you: 
• Cut through the overwhelm and take decisive action based on what matters to you. 
• Love, value and cherish you, and your  time so you can realize the ripple effect caused by you 

coming from a place of abundance and love vs. negativity. 
• Learn to integrate self-care & productivity by aligning your choices and actions to what’s most 

important so you can share your wonderful, unique gifts with the world. 
 
TAKE ACTION!  What does self-care mean to you? Not: what does everyone else think but to you. What 
nourishes your logical, physical, emotional and spiritual self?  If you had unlimited time, what would self-
care look like?  
 
Mind/Logical 
 
 
 
 
Body/Physical 
 
 
 
 
Emotional: 
 
 
 
 
Spiritual 
 
 
 
 
This simple but powerful exercise helps you slow down and realize what you need to prioritize here 
when building your habits. There is no right time but now to make sure you are prioritizing what 
matters. 

“ Our character is basically a composite of our habits. 
Because they are consistent, often unconscious patterns, they 

constantly, daily, express our character.  Stephen Covey 
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5 simple steps to build healthy habits  
There are 5 Key Steps to deliver results and set you up for success as you get 
ready to work on your habits. Stay connected to your self-care strategy & your 
“Why” when making these choices.  
 

1) Break desired behavior into base-steps using a BASE HABIT 
2) Find already established habit/behavior to trigger new behavior 
3) Establish both accountability AND self-compassion 
4) Take Action Daily…thus one small step 
5) Celebrate success! You’re building habit & willpower muscles! Really! 

You can strengthen and improve your ability to form habits and build 
willpower…with just a bit of “exercise!” 

 

How to Start 
 
Creating healthy habits takes exhausting negative self-talk out of the equation 
and gets you on autopilot.  
 
One of my favorite simple methods is one I learned from BJ Fogg, PhD. at Stanford 
University, who’s done a ton of research that there are THREE things that must 
happen for a behavior to occur: Motivation, Ability, Trigger. 
 
He also emphasizes the importance of starting small, using “tiny habits” and 
attaching these to triggers or behaviors you already do, creating a built in 
reminder. I’ve modified this approach to support you in creating your healthy 
habits to support your journey of stress-free productivity. 
 
*TAKE ACTION: Read through the next section of examples and then 
we’ll do a quick exercise to choose two behaviors/healthy habits 
you’d like to add. 
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Simple is powerful. You’ll see that this week. And you can expand the 

simple behavior in later weeks. But for week 1, to benefit your own 

success and learning, please, please keep it simple. 
 
 

Examples: Mind-body (MB) Base Habits 
 

 
Follow this format with your MB Base Habits in Week 1: 
“After I [existing habit/anchor], I will [new MB Base behavior]” 
 
MB Base habits below can help you to take the first step to developing new desired behaviors 
in your life and start to automate certain desired behaviors. Don’t limit yourself to what you see 
below. Let the list inspire you. 
 
Once you identify a MB Base behavior you want, decide where it fits in your life as follows. 
* Plan to do the new MB Base behavior after an extremely reliable habit you already have, 
what’s called an “anchor” or trigger. 
 
Matching the new MB Base behavior to an anchor is vital. You may not get this match right the 
first time. And that’s okay. You can revise during the week until you find what works for you, 
but this establishes the trigger for your new behavior.  
 

Read this list for inspiration . . .  
 

 
Health/physical routines 

After I [your anchor], I will Floss one tooth  
After I [your anchor], I will Take a full deep breath 
After I [your anchor], I will Set out my vitamins 
After I [your anchor], I will Do one squat 
After I [your anchor], I will Engage my core/abdominals 
After I [your anchor], I will Do two pushups 
After I [your anchor], I will Put on my running shoes 
After I [your anchor], I will Do 3 crunches 
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nutrition 

After I [your anchor], I will Drink a sip of water 
After I [your anchor], I will Take a bite of a carrot 
After I [your anchor], I will Fill a glass of water 
After I [your anchor], I will Write down *one* thing I ate 
After I [your anchor], I will Put an apple in my bag 

 
de-stressing 

After I [your anchor], I will Stretch one part of my body briefly 
After I [your anchor], I will Exhale and relax for 2 seconds 
After I [your anchor], I will Do a quick sketch 
After I [your anchor], I will Yawn to relax my jaw 
After I [your anchor], I will Stretch my back 
After I [your anchor], I will Turn off the ringer on my phone 

 
finding order 

After I [your anchor], I will Set out my workout clothes 
After I [your anchor], I will Think of one top priority for my day 
After I [your anchor], I will Look at my to-do list 
After I [your anchor], I will Plug mobile phone into charger 
After I [your anchor], I will Turn on the ringer on my phone 

 
mindfulness & gratitude 

After I [your anchor], I will Look up at the stars 
After I [your anchor], I will Smile immediately 
After I [your anchor], I will Think of one thing I’m grateful for 
After I [your anchor], I will Say one thing I’m thankful for 
After I [your anchor], I will Do one visualization 
After I [your anchor], I will Read one verse of scripture 
After I [your anchor], I will Meditate for 3 breaths 
After I [your anchor], I will Do one sun salutation 
After I [your anchor], I will Write down one positive word 

 

Finding the best anchor 

            Find an anchor that logically triggers new MB Base behavior.  
           During the week, you may need to revise your anchor. And that’s okay. Some tips: 
 

1. Your anchor must be an extremely reliable habit. Pick anchors you always do. 
2. Your anchor must be a precise event.  

A fuzzy anchor (like “after dinner” or “whenever I feel stress”) doesn’t work 
well. Make them precise: “after I close the dishwasher,” “after I sit down on 
the train,” “after I pour coffee,” and so on. 
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3. Your anchor must match how often you want to do the new MB Base 
behavior. 

If you want to do your new MB Base behavior just once a day (like hanging 
up your coat at night), then sequence it after an anchor that happens just 
once a day.  

 
If you want to do your new MB Base behavior 4-7 times a day, then sequence 
it after an anchor that happens 4-7 times a day in your life (like going to the 
bathroom!) 

 
An example of twice a day 
“I decided to floss after I brush my teeth. I always brush twice a day, so now I 
floss twice a day. Yes, it’s a bit much, but that’s the habit. And I don’t mind 
doing it twice a day. In fact, I now love flossing.”  

 
4. Your anchor should relate to the new MB Base behavior 

A good anchor relates to the new behavior you want, both in theme and 
location. Brushing teeth is a good anchor for flossing. Both are about dental 
care, and both happen in the same location. In contrast, brushing your teeth 
would not be a good anchor for hanging up your jacket. The two behaviors 
don’t relate in theme or in location. 

 
 
Caution on exactly 30 seconds 
 
MB Base behaviors done for exactly 30 seconds don’t work well. It’s too hard to time them. 
For example, avoid framing behaviors like this: 
 

After I [. your anchor .], I will mediate for 30 seconds 
 better option: . . . I will meditate for 3 breaths 
  
After I [. your anchor .], I will do pushups for 30 seconds 
 better option: . . . I will do 2 pushups 

 
 

Here is an example of 4-7 times per day: 
 

“I wanted to do squats to build strength in my lower body throughout my day. So I 
formulated this MB Base Habit: “After I go to the bathroom, I will do 3 squats.” 
For me, the sequence looked like this: go to bathroom, do squats, wash hands 
(which was a solid habit already). This quickly became automatic. Now I do lots 
more than 3 squats after I go to the bathrroom. And each day I total 50 to 60 squats, 
sometimes more (depending on how much water I drink!). All this was easy, thanks 
to finding a good anchor and slowly growing the MB Base behavior.” 
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Choose Behavior you’d like to ADD.  
Choose a desired behavior change you’d like to add (vs. changing a bad habit). 
Write it out here and then we’ll break this behavior into the smallest simplest step that takes less than 
30 second for week 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 1: Base Step (break down habit into 1st step) 
Must meet following 3 requirements:  
1. something you'll do EVERY day  
2. Must take less than 30 seconds to do.  
3. Must require relatively little effort 

Next Steps/Expanded Base Step 
Jot down possible next steps if applicable. 

  

 
*Remember: this BASE STEP needs to be  

• 30 seconds or less but don’t use timer – that adds 
another step and makes it more complicated. (See 
example section for more info) 

• Something that’s EASY for you to do, thus increasing your ability to 
achieve success. NO EXCUSES!  

• Attached to existing trigger or anchor: which is anything that reminds 
you to perform your desired behavior.  

 
As you select a Base Habits for week 1, they must match the criteria above. (Don’t 
worry! We will expand in the following weeks!) 
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What “bad habit” are you trying to nix? 
Choose a desired behavior change you’d like to change/get rid of/replace with healthy habit 

 

 

Method 1: 3 Steps to break a bad habit  
1. Triggers: Start here! This is the easiest and is often all you need to change! 

2. Abilities: Make the bad habit harder to do! 

3. Motivation: Tune into why you want to change and what that will feel like. 

 

Identify Triggers  
• Tune into what triggers your undesired habit.  
• And then remove the “hot triggers” which are triggers that allow you to 

take immediate action. 
Examples:  
• An email link is hot because it allows you to take action and click through 

immediately.  
• A magazine ad for eye cream is a cold trigger…it’s asking you to buy when 

no action is possible. If that ad was a sign with the product sitting directly 
underneath for purchase, it would be a hot trigger. 
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Identify Triggers 
List triggers here. Especially “hot” triggers that could be removed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ability 
How can you make your undesired habit harder to do? 
 

 

Motivation 
Why do you want to change? How would it feel to have eliminated this habit? 
Focus on value driven choices 1st to remember “in the moment” - whether you 
FEEL like you can do it or not. (inner emotion & feelings  go away later.) 
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Method 2: Change the Routine  
in existing habit “loops” 

This step is powerful. What are the triggers and rewards that support your 
existing habit loops? If you are trying to change some of your habits and patterns, 
you can also try keeping the old cue and reward BUT CHANGING THE ROUTINE. 

1. Identify existing loops: what triggers behavior; what “reward” do you get? 
2. Change the routine! Keep ingrained/powerful existing cues and rewards, 

but insert a new replacement routine that’s positive and supporting your 
goals & values.  

3. BELIEVE! You CAN do this. Believe it. Know it. Do it! 
 
Exercise:  

• Brainstorm 3-5 positive things that would fit as a replacement habit or 
behavior. (ie deep breath in, drink of water, etc. ) 

 

 

 

 
If you do give in, and start to feel frustrated, sad or angry with 
yourself, be mindful that this is normal and part of any process of 
achieving a goal. Get back on track by remembering the goal and 
why you want it. There is abundant research on how shame and 
guilt are THE biggest triggers for further relapse so BE NICE! 
You’re a perfectly imperfect human   
 
 

 


	Simple is powerful. You’ll see that this week. And you can expand the simple behavior in later weeks. But for week 1, to benefit your own success and learning, please, please keep it simple.
	Find an anchor that logically triggers new MB Base behavior.

